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Abstract. Guided by the recent experimental finding of the key role played
by the ion heat channel in the transition from low (L) to high (H) confinement
mode [F. Ryter et al, Nuclear Fusion 54 (2014) 083003, M. Schmidtmayr et al,
Nuclear Fusion 58 (2018) 056003], the present phenomenological model of the
power threshold for the L-H transition is developed by combining the energy
equipartition between electrons and ions, and the L-mode scaling of the energy
confinement time. This heuristic model describes with continuity the transition
of the power threshold from the low- to the high-density branches and clarifies
the origin of the main dependence of the power threshold on the plasma current
in the low density branch.

PACS numbers:
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1. Introduction

When the auxiliary heating power in a divertor fusion device is increased above a
certain threshold, PL−H, the energy and particle confinement experiences a sudden
improvement with a clear bifurcation of the confinement regime, from the so-called L-
mode to H-mode confinement [1]. The signature of the H-mode is the formation of an
edge-transport-barrier (ETB), characterized by a pedestal-like increase of the plasma
temperature and density nearby the last-closed magnetic surface. In experiments it has
been observed that PL−H is not monotonic with the line-averaged plasma density, n̄e,
precisely monotonically decreasing at low n̄e (low-density branch) and monotonically
increasing at medium-high n̄e (high-density branch) [2, 3, 4]. Immediately after the
H-mode discovery [1], a correlation between sawtooth crash and L-H transition was
observed [5]: A heat wave which propagates towards the plasma edge is associated
with the sawtooth crash, and because of the correlation between sawtooth crash and
the formation of the ETB, the heat wave was thought to be the cause of the ETB
formation [5]. At that time, however, it was not clear whether this heat wave was
carried by all the plasma species, or only by one and which [6]. It became clear
that ion-heat flux was the real responsible for the creation of the ETB, only when
preciser measurements of the ion temperature were available and thanks to dedicated
experiments with dominant ion heating, e.g. low-voltage neutral-beam-injection (NBI)
heating [7] and 3He-minority ion-cyclotron resonance heating [8], in comparison to
heating schemes with more electron heating [3, 7]. If ions are the vector of the heat flux
for the L-H transition, the non-monotonic behaviour of PL−H is naturally connected to
the energy equipartition between electrons and ions, which decreases with the plasma
density. This energy equipartition is particularly relevant in plasma with dominant
electron heating [3, 7]. The density of the PL−H minimum and its dependence on the
plasma parameters are still subject of research, although in the years a number of
models of various complexity have been proposed for the L-H transition [9]. Here, we
recall only three of the more recent models capable to capture the PL−H minimum
and not described in [9]. Chronologically, the first model [10] is based on the physical
hypothesis that L-H transition appears when nonlinear drift waves transfer energy to
the zonal flows via inverse energy cascade, which in turn contribute to E×B velocity
shear, eventually responsible for the turbulence quench. In the second model [11], the
existence of the PLH minimum is attributed to the fact that at low plasma densities
the convection contribution to the turbulent power through the edge-dissipation layer
overwhelms the conduction part. However, none of these two models entail a clear
distinction between the ion and electron channels, as observed experimentally [3, 7].
Finally, the third model [12] introduces this dependence explicitly, and the PL−H

increase with the density in the high-density branch is captured by an increase of the
ion-collisional damping of the turbulence-driven shear flows.

In this Letter, we propose a phenomenological model for PL−H which captures
the PL−H minimum, and describes the dependencies of PL−H on the main plasma
parameters. It is based mainly on three experimental observations. We have
already mentioned the first, namely the key role of the ion heat flux. The second
important experimental finding is the dependence of the ion-power threshold for the
L-H transition, PL−H,i, on the plasma density, magnetic field, and plasma surface,
described by the AUG–C-Mod scaling [7, 8, 13],

PL−H,i = 0.0029 n̄1.05±0.1
e B0.68±0.3 S0.93±0.2 . (1)
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with n̄e in 1019 m−3, B the toroidal magnetic field in Tesla, and S the plasma surface
area in m2. The third observation, relevant for the present analysis, is that PL−H has
a minimum at a plasma density such that the ratio between the energy confinement

time, τth and the electron-ion energy equipartition time, τ
e/i
eq [7] takes a specific value.

The expression of the density at the PL−H minimum obtained from this constraint
is rather universal and verified on an extended set of discharges from various fusion
devices with different wall materials [7].

In the next section we use these three observations to build the phenomenological
model and show its capability to reproduce the experimental data [3]. However,
since this model is not fully derived from first principles, it unavoidably depends on
numerical constants that follow from (1) and from the L-mode scaling for the energy
confinement time (see later). In Section 3 we substantially expand an argument to
derive from first principles the B, n̄e, and S dependence’s in (1). This argument was
originally proposed by F. Wagner and documented in section 1 of the review paper [9].
In the last section we draw some conclusions.

2. Phenomenological model for the L-H power threshold

We first consider the definition of the global energy confinement time [14]

τth =
Wth

Ploss
=

3

2

〈ne Te〉V + 〈ni Ti〉V
Ploss

V , (2)

(we assume that ni = ne, as it is the case for the typical plasmas dominated by
hydrogen isotopes) whereWth is the total internal plasma energy, 〈A〉V ··= V −1

∫

A dV
stands for the volume average, and Ploss is defined as [15]

Ploss ··= Paux + IP Vloop − dWth

dt
, (3)

where: Vloop is the loop voltage at the plasma edge, Ip is the toroidal plasma current,
and in steady-state (IP Vloop) is the Ohmic heating; Paux the total auxiliary plasma
heating. With the definition of the density-weighted average, 〈A〉ne

··= 〈ne A〉V /〈ne〉V
the energy confinement time becomes, τth = (3/2)〈ne〉V

(

〈Te〉ne
+〈Ti〉ne

)

V/Ploss. The
key ansatz in this Letter is to explicitly separate the ion and electron contributions
to τth, since only ions are the real responsible for the ETB [7]. However, defining
the ion- and electron-energy confinement times separately might be ambiguous when
electrons and ions have different radial temperature profiles because of the role played
by the energy equipartition. If we observe that the energy going from the hotter to
the colder species via energy equipartition is confined according to the characteristic
energy confinement time of the colder species, this should settle the issue as

τth,i ··=
3

2

〈ne〉V 〈Ti〉ne
V

P̃loss,i

, with : P̃loss,i = Ploss,i + P e/i
eq , (4)

with an analogous definition for τth,e. Ploss,i is the ion heat flux at the separatrix
without the energy-equipartition contribution, whereas the power exchange according

to the energy equipartition, P
i/e
eq , is

P e/i
eq

··=
3

2

〈ne(Te − Ti)

τ
e/i
eq

〉

V
V ≈ 3

2
〈ne〉V

〈Te〉ne
− 〈Ti〉ne

〈τe/ieq 〉V
V = P̃loss,i

τth,i

〈τe/ieq 〉V
〈∆T 〉ne

〈Ti〉ne

,

(5)
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(note P
e/i
eq = −P

i/e
eq ), which defines 〈∆T 〉ne

/〈Ti〉ne

〈∆T 〉ne

〈Ti〉ne

≈ 〈τe/ieq 〉V
τth,i

P
e/i
eq

P̃loss,i

=
〈τe/ieq 〉V
τth,i

Πe/i
eq , with : Πe/i

eq
··=

P
e/i
eq

P̃loss,i

.

In the case of dominant electron heating with electron cyclotron resonance heating

(ECRH) the parameter Π
e/i
eq is approximately one. AUG–C-Mod scaling (1) holds for

P̃loss,i (i.e. accounting also for the energy-equipartition contribution), but it is Ploss

that usually enters the scaling laws of the power threshold of the L-H transition [16].
Thus, the global Ploss must be expressed in terms of P̃loss,i

Ploss = P̃loss,e + P̃loss,i =

[

(

1 +
τth,i
τth,e

)

+
τth
τth,e

Πe/i
eq

〈τe/ieq 〉V
τth

]

P̃loss,i . (6)

Upon using in (6) the fact that the L-H transition occurs when P̃loss,i >∼ PL−H,i, the
criterion on PL−H for the L-H transition becomes

Ploss
>∼ PL−H ··=

[

(

1 +
τth,i
τth,e

)

+
τth
τth,e

Πe/i
eq

〈τe/ieq 〉V
τth

]

PL−H,i . (7)

In the case of dominant ion heating, Ploss,i ≫ P
e/i
eq (i.e. Π

e/i
eq ≈ 0), the power threshold

for the L-H transition, PL−H, differs from the ion power threshold PL−H,i only by the
electron part (∝ τth,i/τth,e), which does not contribute to heat flux responsible for
the L-H transition [5]. When the energy confinement time is much shorter than the
energy equipartition time, Ploss diverges, since the fraction of power transferred from

electrons to ions due the energy-equipartition mechanism decreases with τ
e/i
eq /τth. To

reduce the number of unknowns in (7), for τ
e/i
eq we use the definition of the local energy

equipartition time [17],

〈τe/ieq 〉V ··=
1

2

mi

me
〈τe/icoll〉V ≈ 2 · 10−6 Ai

Zi

〈T
3/2
e

ne

〉

V
≈ 2 · 10−6 Ai

Zi

〈T 3/2
e 〉V
〈ne〉V

, (8)

with τ
e/i
coll the electron-ion collisional characteristic time, the electron temperature, Te,

in eV and ne in 1019m−3. For τth we apply the experimental scaling for L-mode
plasmas (equation (7) in [18])

τth = τ̃th n̄ντ

e Pπτ

loss, with : ντ = 0.4, πτ = −0.73 ,

τ̃th ··= 0.023 I0.96p B0.03
T κ0.64 R1.83

(

R

a

)0.06

A0.20
eff ,

(9)

in units of seconds, megamps, metres, tesla, atomic mass and megawatts. In pursuing
the reduction of the number of free parameters, the L-scaling of τth is also used
to express Te as function of Ploss in (8) by applying the definition (2). However,
strictly speaking this procedure gives the average plasma temperature, T , but in
plasmas with dominant electron cyclotron heating (ECRH), especially in low-density
plasmas, it holds Te ≥ T . We formally account for this in the model by writing

〈τe/ieq 〉V = ατ 〈τe/ieq 〉V
∣

∣

Te=T
with ατ ··= [1+ 〈∆T 〉/〈Te〉/2]3/2 typically larger than one,
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and

〈τe/ieq 〉V
τth

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Te=T

= T P
3/2+πτ/2
loss

n̄
5/2−ντ/2
e

, T ··= 2·10−6Ai

Zi

(

1

3

)3/2 (
106

1.6022

)3/2
P

3/2
loss

n̄
5/2
e V 3/2

τ
1/2
th .

(10)
Moreover, the experimental scalings are usually done with the measured line-averaged
plasma density, n̄e, corresponding to a line of sight passing close to the magnetic
axis, and similarly for the temperature. However, the volume averages of the density

and temperature enter the definition of τ
e/i
eq and τth. This introduces an additional

correction parameter βτ . Eventually, the criterion (7) becomes an implicit relation for
PL−H

PL−H =

(

1 +
τth,i
τth,e

+ Ξe/i T
P

3/2+πτ/2
L−H

n̄
5/2−ντ/2
e

)

PL−H,i . (11)

where for compactness we introduce Ξe/i ··= ατ βτ (τth/τth,e) Π
e/i
eq . Since in present

fusion devices PL−H is typically a few MW, the exponent of PL−H on the rhs is
approximated with 3/2 + πτ/2 ≈ 1 to explicit (11),

PL−H ≈
(

1− Ξe/i T
n̄
5/2−ντ/2
e

PL−H,i

)−1(

1 +
τth,i
τth,e

)

PL−H,i . (12)

This is the key result of the present model. Since all the parameters in (12) are positive,

except for Π
e/i
eq in Ξe/i, PL−H admits a minimum as function of the density only when

Π
e/i
eq >∼ 0. Reformulating it in the other way around, according to (12) only in the

case of external dominant ion heating, i.e. Ti
>∼ Te, PL−H does not have a minimum,

as experimentally shown with dedicated experiments at low-voltage NBI heating [7].
Additionally, in the high-density branch PL−H ≈ (1 + τth,i/τth,e) PL−H,i >∼ PL−H,i,
which strengthens further that the fraction of the power transported as electron heat
flux without being eventually collisionally transferred to the ions enters as a ”loss”
term in the computation of the power necessary for the L-H transition, and thus
increases PL−H. The expression of the density at the minimum of PL−H follows
immediately from (12), if we explicit the density dependence of PL−H,i in (1), i.e.

PL−H,i = P̃L−H,i n̄
νP

e , with νp ≈ 1 from (1), and neglect a possible density dependence
in τth,i/τth,e

n̄5/2−ντ/2−νP

e

∣

∣

min(PL−H)
= Ξe/i T P̃L−H,i

5− ντ
2νP

, (13)

which gives

n̄e,min ≈ 0.16

(

Ai

Zi

)0.77
(

Ξe/i
)0.77

A0.08
i B0.54 I0.37p

(

R

a

)0.34

a−1.22 (1 + κ2)0.39

κ0.91
,

(14)

where we have approximated the plasma surface and volume with S ≈
(2πR) (2πa

√

(1 + κ2)/2), V ≈ (2πR) (πa2κ) , with a and R the minor and major radii,
respectively. The expression (14) is close to the experimental result for deuterium
plasmas, equation (3) in [7], which we re-write by keeping explicit the dependence on
the plasma elongation, κ,

n̄Ryter
e,min ≈ 0.68 B0.62 I0.32p

(

R

a

)0.35

a−0.97 (1 + κ2)0.36

κ0.8
. (15)
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In ASDEX Upgrade it was observed that in hydrogen, deuterium and 4He plasmas
n̄e,min was very weakly dependent on the Ai and Zi [3]. Since the explicit isotope
dependence of n̄e,min in (14) is mainly due to the presence of Ai/Zi in T from the
equipartition time, a natural way to incorporate this experimental finding [3] in (13)
is to assume that PL−H,i ∝ Zi/Ai. Indeed, this has been seen in deuterium and
hydrogen plasmas [19], which corroborates at least PL−H,i ∝ A−1

i . The derivation
of Ai, Zi–dependence of PL−H,i from first principles is still elusive, and here we take
PL−H,i ∝ Zi/Ai as an experimental educated hypothesis, and precisely multiply (1) by
(AD/ZD)Zi/Ai. In (14) this translated in replacing (Ai/Zi)

0.77 with (AD/ZD)0.77 ≈
1.7. We will see at the end of this section that this hypothesis rather well extends
equation (1) to hydrogen and 4He plasmas, although (1) was derived from a dataset
of deuterium discharges [8]. The residual dependence on Ai in (14) due to τth, namely
A0.08

i , is negligible. The numerical coefficients in (14) and (15) are equal if Ξe/i ≈ 4.5
for κ ≈ 1.6. As a matter of fact, expression (12) only has two unknowns, namely
τth,i/τth,e and Ξe/i, and in the absence of their experimental scalings, as in the case
of τth, they can be considered as free fitting parameters.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
n̄e [10

19m−3 ]

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

P
L
−H
 [M

W
]

(a)
Deuterium: Ip =1 MA

PLH,exp PL−H,i Ξe/i = 4.5, τth,i/τth,e= 0.12
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P
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−H
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W
]

(b)
Deuterium: Ip =0.8 MA

PLH,exp PL−H,i Ξe/i = 3.9, τth,i/τth,e= 0.13
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L
−H
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(c)
Deuterium: Ip =0.6 MA

PLH,exp PL−H,i Ξe/i = 4.1, τth,i/τth,e= 0.00
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(d)
Ip =1 MA

H: Ξe/i = 4.7, τth,i/τth,e= 0.03
4 He: Ξe/i = 5.5, τth,i/τth,e= 0.11

Figure 1. Full bullets are the experimental values of PL−H as function of the
line-averaged density from the ASDEX Upgrade database of [3, 7]. The open
squares are the values of PL−H,i according to (1). The open diamonds are the

best fit with the model (12), and the corresponding Ξe/i and τth,i/τth,e values are
reported in the legend. The frames (a)-(c) refer to deuterium plasmas, whereas
(d) to hydrogen (blue) and 4He (black).
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Therefore, we apply (14) as fitting function to the experimental PL−H as function
of the line-averaged density of the ASDEX Upgrade discharges [3, 7], shown as full
bullets in figure 1, for different plasma currents. The open squares in figure 1 are
PL−H,i of the AUG–C-Mod scaling (1). The open diamonds are the best fit of (12),
with the corresponding values of Ξe/i and τth,i/τth,e reported in the legend. In the
specific case of Ip ≈ 0.6 MA, the experimental data are only in the low density branch
and the best fit gives τth,i/τth,e = 0, which has been verified separately also on more
recent ASDEX Upgrade plasmas dedicated to L-H transition studies, including those
of [20]. This points to the common observation that in discharges with dominant
electron heating, Te > Ti, the ion transport in the core is strongly turbulent with
ITG/TEM signature and τth,i ≪ τth,e. On the other hand, in the high-density branch,
captured by the datasets of 0.8 and 1 MA plasma current, electrons heated by ECRH
more efficiently heat ions via collisions by reducing Te/Ti, with a relative improvement
of the ion energy confinement τth,i/τth,e > 0. The values of Ξe/i from the best fits
for the three plasma currents are all in the ball-park of what previously obtained by
comparing (14) with (15). According to the present model, the dependence on the
plasma current in (12) enters through τth of the L-mode scaling, and it has an impact
also on the relative distance between PL−H and PL−H,i at medium and high densities.

Finally, in these discharges with ECRH only, Π
e/i
eq ≈ 1 and (τth/τth,e) <∼ 1, and the

product ατ βτ , that takes into account differences between Te and Ti, and differences
between volume averaged and line averaged quantities, is indeed about 4.
We conclude this Section by applying the same model (12) to hydrogen and 4He
plasmas, where we have modified PL−H,i of (1), obtained from deuterium plasmas,
by multiplying (1) by (AD/ZD)Zi/Ai, as previously motivated when discussing the
Ai/Zi–dependence in ne,min, cf. equation (14). The quantitative agreement between
the experimental PL−H and the model predictions, shown in figure 1.d, is such to make
reasonable this extension of (12), in the absence of a first-principle derivation of the
numerical coefficient in (1).

3. Tentative physical picture behind PL−H,i

To understand the physics behind the numerical constant in the AUG–C-Mod
scaling (1), we use the old observation [5], confirmed and made preciser only
recently [7], that a sort of ion-heat flux impinging on the plasma edge from the plasma
core is responsible for the L-H transition. We first integrate the ion-heat flux up to the
plasma surface where the edge-transport-barrier (ETB) forms at the L-H transition,

Qedge,i =

∫

V

∇ · qi dV =

∫

∂V

qi · dS , (16)

with ∂V the plasma boundary, qi the total (conductive+convective) ion heat flux and
S the plasma surface. According to the steady-state form of the energy-conservation
equation [15] it holds Qedge,i = P̃loss,i. Then, the ion-temperature gradient, T ′

i , is

connected to P̃loss,i by a steady-state thermal conduction equation in the ETB,

P̃loss,i ≈ −χ̂i n̂i T̂
′ Ŝ = −χ̂i

p̂′i
1 + η̂−1

i

Ŝ , (17)

where ˆ stands for the average in the ETB layer, χ̂i is the characteristic value of
the ion-heat diffusivity in the ETB, the prime denotes the radial derivative, and the
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parameter η ··= Ln/LT , with L−1
n,T the logarithm radial gradients of the density and

temperature. Equation (17) is not enough to explain the increase of p̂′i observed during

the L-H transition when P̃loss,i is increased, since in L-mode χ̂i increases with P̂loss,i as

well [21, 18]. We need a simultaneous reduction of χ̂i when P̃loss,i is increased. In 1990
Biglari, Diamond, and Terry (BDT) [22, 23] proposed a mechanism, which is still one
of the most accredited to explain the L-H transition: Sheared E×B poloidal flows at
the plasma edge tear apart turbulence eddies responsible for the low confinement in L-
mode. As a consequence of this shear flow, transport due to turbulence is drastically
reduced, namely χ̂i is reduced. Quantitatively, the BDT criterion states that the
shearing rate, γE×B , must be larger than the turbulence growth rate, γturb, in order
to suppress turbulence in the ETB,

γturb < γE×B ≈ RBϑ

B

∂

∂r

(

Er

RBϑ

)

≈ 1

∆r

Er,min

B
, (18)

where Bϑ is the poloidal component of the confining magnetic field, B, and R the
distance from the torus axis. In (18), γE×B is simplified by accounting only for the
component dominant in flute-like turbulence [24]. At the plasma edge the dominant
gradient is E′

r, and the radial electric field decreases approximately linearly [25, 26].
Thus, E′

r ≈ ∆Er/∆r ≈ Er,min/∆r, where ∆r is about the half width of the ETB.
The last relation necessary to close the loop between (17) and (18) is the radial force
balance equation which connects Er to p̂′i,

Er = − p̂′i
Zi e n̂i

−
(

V ×B
)

r
+

mi

Zi e

∂

∂r
〈Ṽi,rṼi,θ〉n , (19)

with V the plasma velocity, and with the additional Reynolds-stress contribution (last
term on the rhs in (19)), which is claimed to initially reduce χ̂i to ease the triggering
of the L-H transition [27, 28]. In this respect, other mechanisms might be equally
important and are not included in (19), such as the non-ambipolar component of the
electric field due to non-compensated fast ions losses [9]. These terms might contribute
to an initial unbalance in (17) in favour of p̂′i and thus might help to initiate the
beneficial loop, P̃loss,i −→ p̂′i −→ Er −→ χ̂i for the ETB creation. The knowledge and,
thus, the modeling of these mechanisms are critical when describing the dynamics of
the L-H transition [12] (and references cited in [29]). Here, however, we are interested
in defining the minimum P̃loss,i necessary to achieve a fully developed H-mode, when
the third term in (19) is already largely overwhelmed by the diamagnetic contribution
(first term on the rhs in (19)). A separate comment deserves the V×B contribution,
relevant in rotating plasmas. This can indeed impact the power threshold for the
L-H transition by either increasing or decreasing it depending on the direction of
the plasma rotation [30]. In the following, we neglect this term as well, and derive
considerations valid especially for discharges with dominant auxiliary wave heating.
If we use (19) without the second and third terms to express p̂′i as function of Er,
equation (17) becomes

P̃loss,i ≈ Zi e
χ̂i

1 + η̂−1
i

Êr n̂i Ŝ . (20)

and the BTD criterion (18) translates into a constraint on P̃loss,i,

P̃loss,i
>∼ PL−H,i ··=

[

e
∆r γturb χ̂i

1 + η̂−1
i

]

B n̂e Ŝ , (21)
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with ne = Zi ni. The strong analogy between (21) and the AUG–C-Mod scaling [7,
8] is certainly intriguing. However, before asserting that (21) is confirmed by
the experimental scaling (1), or alternatively that (21) explains the experimental
scaling (1), it is necessary to investigate whether further important dependencies
on ne and on B are hidden in (γturb ∆r χ̂i). Here, we just propose an incomplete and
qualitative argument, mainly based on experimental facts. Experimentally, ∆r seems
not to strongly depend either on ne or on B [31], and only to slightly depend on the
isotopic mass [32, 33, 34]. A recent analysis of Er measurements in the ETB on AUG
shows that Er,min increases linearly with B, and thus Er,min/(∆r B) does not strongly
depend on B, as well as not on the density and isotopic mass [13]. This experimental
fact together with the BDT criterion (18) and the previous remarks on ∆r imply that
at the L-H transition γturb does not depend sensitively either on ne or on B. The last
term left is χ̂i, which indeed can depend on B. In fact, both Bohm and gyro-Bohm
scalings for χ̂i predict a power dependence on B, namely B−α with α = −1,−2,
respectively [35], and, if applied to (21), both these dependencies over-compensate
the B dependence already present in (21). However, all the known L-mode scalings
of the energy confinement time show a very weak dependence on B [21, 18], and this
suggests that in L-mode χi has a weak dependence on B, especially in the periphery
where the largest plasma volume is present. This hypothesis is compatible with the
fact that the exponent of B in the experimental scaling (1) is smaller than one, but
still definitively larger than zero. This qualitative argument, based on experimental
observations, substantiates the close relation between the experimental scaling (1) and
the physical picture behind (21).
Definitively more challenging is to justify why PL−H,i, derived for deuterium
plasmas [8], multiplied by (AD/Ai) (Zi/ZD) reproduces also PL−H in hydrogen and
4He plasmas, as shown in figure 1.d. A simplified argument to explain the isotopic
mass dependence, i.e. AD/Ai, of the factor that multiplies PL−H,i, is the following.
Since ions play the dominant role in the L-H transition, we assume that the ion-branch,
characterized by kyρi ≪ 1 (ρi = vthi/Ωi is the ion Larmor radius, Ωi = Zi eB/(mi c)),
dominates the turbulence transport at the L-H transition. The self-similarity of
turbulence spectra in kyρi, for kyρi ≪ 1, is such that γturb ∝ cst cs/

√
RLT (kyρi)

(with cs =
√

Te/mi the sound speed) and γturb peaks around kyρi ≈ 0.3 [36, 37].

This implies that γturb ∝ A
−1/2
i . To proceed we observe that in a local-quasilinear-

electrostatic approach χ̂i ≈ γturb/k
2
x with k−1

x the characteristic length of the radial
inhomogeneity [38]. Typically, kxρs ≪ 1 [39], and under the hypothesis that where the
ETB forms k−1

x does not scale with ρs, we obtain that χ̂iγturb ≈ γ2
turb ∝ A−1

i , which
is the isotopic mass dependence we are looking for. An additional consequence of this
unconventional hypothesis is that τth ≈ χ̂−1

i ∝ A0.5
i , close to the experimental scaling

A0.2
i (i.e. the so-called isotope-effect in the energy confinement) [18, 40]. Finding

a simple possible explanation for the second factor Zi/ZD is definitively much more
challenging, but with much less practical impact, since as fusion fuel in a reactor we
are mainly interested in the isotopes of hydrogen, i.e. Zi/ZD = 1.
Finally, the impact of the density gradient in lowering the power threshold for the
L-H transition is represented by η̂−1

i in (21): this might account for the reduction of
the L-H power threshold when replacing carbon by tungsten wall in AUG, where an
increase of the density gradient is indeed measured [41, 42]. Similarly, the favourable
B×∇B direction towards the divertor might contribute to increase η̂i at the edge, and
thus to reduce the L-H power threshold, as observed experimentally [43]. However,
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η̂i together with the other parameters in bracket in (21) depend also on the processes
at the plasma edge, largely sensitive to the geometry, material and conditions of the
divertor [44, 45]. In the absence of a quantitative modeling of these parameters, the
present model cannot make quantitative predictions for ITER different from those
of the ITPA-2008 PL−H scaling [16], except for the fact that reducing Ξe/i, and in

particular Π
e/i
eq with dominant ion heating, might beneficially decrease the density of

the PL−H minimum.
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(1+κ2 )0.39 /κ0.91

Figure 2. The κ-dependent factors in (14) and (15) are shown as function of the
plasma elongation, κ.

Conclusions

In summary, despite its simplicity, this phenomenological model, based on experi-
mental findings and inspired by some very general theoretical concepts, describes the
transition of PL−H from low- to high-density branch, passing through the minimum,
in good agreement with experimental trends [7]. It might offer guidelines in more
sophisticated and quantitative modeling of the L-H transition, which are unavoidably
based on complex transport numerical tools. This model sheds light on the depen-
dence of the power threshold on the plasma current, which is strong when the energy
equipartition time between electrons and ions is long enough to be comparable to the
energy confinement time. The power threshold PL−H cannot be lower than PL−H,i

(equations (21) and (1)), necessary condition to reduce turbulence at the edge and
create an ETB according to the BDT criterion (18). The density below which the
power threshold PL−H starts to increase and departs from PL−H,i depends on B, Ip,
and on the plasma elongation, κ. One way to reduce ne,min by keeping the same B
and Ip is to increase the plasma elongation. The impact of the κ–dependence of PL−H

in (14) and (15) is shown in figure (2): by moving from a circular to a strong elongated
plasma, the density of the PL−H minimum can decrease by about 20%.
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